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[Translator’s notes appear in square brackets]  

[Personal information has been redacted.] 

[The excerpt below is from the section of the article that pertains to the Baha’i Faith] 

 

[Adopted from website:] Tabnak  

[Date:] 17 Khordad 1389 [7 June 2010] 

 

New priority for Baha’i students 

According to informed sources, [some] students of this sect [Baha’i Faith] have recently enrolled in 

international universities online to continue their studies. This is due to some restrictions that prevent 

them from enrolling in the nation’s universities. 

The leaders of this deviant sect have recently considered education and obtaining higher university 

degrees as well as achieving higher social status as a priority for their followers. 

According to the latest news, the followers of the Baha’i cult enroll in international universities after 

high school to continue their studies.  

According to informed sources, [some] students of this sect [Baha’i Faith] have recently enrolled in 

international universities online to continue their studies. This is due to some restrictions that prevent 

them from enrolling in the nation’s universities. 

It is said that the leaders of this deviant sect have considered education and obtaining higher 

university degrees as well as achieving higher social status as a priority for everyone and all are 

obliged to take the necessary actions. 

In addition to continuing their education, the followers of the perverse Baha’i sect propagate negative 

propaganda in the international community against the system for failing to respect the rights of 

religious minorities and forbidding them to continue their education in the country. 

Recently, the perverse Baha’i sect has increased its promotional activities in some provinces of the 

country. The propagandist of the perverse sect has been urged to travel to these provinces and visit 

some citizens’ homes. They offer free packages containing books and brochures propagating the 

perverse sect.   
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